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Abstract
Introduction: Inter-trochanteric fractures are one of the commonest fractures encountered in orthopaedic practice. Treatment of
inter-trochanteric fractures had turned from totally conservative in the pre ‘70s to totally surgical now. M any surgical methods
like Jewet nail, Gamma nail and condylar plates had been tried and given up. The commonest method used now are Dynamic hip
screw (D.H.S) system and Proximal Femoral inter-locking nail (P.F.N) system.
Materials and Methods: This, prospective study was conducted in Sri Venkateswaraa M edical College, Pondicherry from M ay
2015 to M ay 2017. 30 (Thirty) consecutive patients of age over 55 years, with inter-trochanteric fractures were studied. Of these
30 patients alternate patients (15 patients) were treated with minimally invasive D.H.S and the other 15 patients were treated with
P.F.N. They were reviewed every 2 weeks. Their functional results were analysed using modified Harris hip score.37
Results: M ales predominated in our study. 70% were left sided. M ean time of surgery with incision for D.H.S group was little
longer than P.F.N group. P.F.N group bone weight earlier than D.H.S group. Blood loss was more in D.H.S group. There was no
difference in mean hospital stay in both groups. P.F.N group patients bore weight earlier in both unstable and stable fracture
groups. P.F.N group healed earlier than D.H.S group. The D.H.S group bore weight much later. There was only one complication
in both groups. Bony union occurred earlier in P.F.N group than D.H.S group.
Conclusion: The P.F.N group required shorter incision and had less blood loss. They were able to bear weight earlier in both
stable and unstable groups, whereas D.H.S group with unstable fractures took long time to bear weight. The P.F.N group
fractures healed earlier than D.H.S group. At the end of six months, the modified Harris hip score showed no marked difference
between two groups. Considering all this, we conclude PFN is a better device to treat inter trochanteric fractures especially in
unstable fractures.
Keywords: Trochanteric fracture, M inimally invasive dynamic hip screw, Proximal femoral nail, M odified Harris hip score.

Introduction
Nearly 50% of fractures around hip are intertrochanteric fractures. It was a fracture of the elderly.
Now-a-days because of RTA it is occurring equally in
younger patients.
Till the 1980’s these fractures were treated with
continuous skeletal traction of 6 weeks followed by hip
Spica Cast.18 This was because non-union of fracture
trochanter was unheard of. But being bed ridden for
months, had its own morbidity and mortality. Nearly
30% of patients succumbing to these.25
To avoid this and get the patients out of the bed
early, surgical intervention with various implants were
tried. Jewett and Holt 19 tried with nail and plate
combination. The A.O34 came later with fixed angle
condylar blade plate. Results were not optimal because
of fixed angle of the blade plate.
Gamma Nail2,4,22,24 was introduced in the 80’s. This
did not last long, as the screw of the nail cut through the
head of femur.25
Then came the Richards sliding hip screw1,6,10,34
(or) Dynamic hip screw system which allowed the
compression and controlled collapse of the fracture.
The results were encouraging.
After this, the much longer and more straighter in
the proximal end of nail than the Gamma nail, called
Proximal Femoral Nail3,8,35 with an additional de-

rotational screw proximally was developed. It had
theoretical advantage of more load transfer, with short
lever arms.
Early mobilisation and quick return of function is
the goal of any fracture treatment.9
With this in mind, this study was conducted to
study the radiological and functional outcome of both
stable and unstable inter-trochanteric fractures treated
with either minimally invasive D.H.S or P.F.N and
study the results.
Materials and Methods
This was a prospective study carried out at Sri
Venkateswaraa Medical College and Research Centre,
Ariyur, Pondicherry from May 2015 to May 2017. This
study consists of 30 (Thirty) adult patients with intertrochanteric fracture. Of these 30 patients, 15 patients
were treated with minimally invasive D.H.S, and 15
patients with P.F.N. Alternate patients were allotted to
the respective groups irrespective of grading of the
fracture. They were graded using Boyd and Griffin’s
classification.17 Only skeletally mature patients above
the age of 18 years were included in this study. For all
these patients personal data, mode of injury, type of
fracture, intra and post-operative complication, duration
of surgery, amount of blood loss, in the follow up when
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the patient started weight bearing, function of hip using
modified Harris hip score at varying period of follow
up along radiological examination were collected and
analysed.
Patients with poly-trauma and multiple fractures of
the same or opposite limb were excluded from the
study. Patients with head injury were also excluded.
Results
Both D.H.S and P.F.N groups had 15 patients each,
totalling 30 patients. Of these30 patients, 16 were
females and 14 males.
Left hip was involved in 19 cases of which 11 were
treated with D.H.S and 8 with P.F.N.
Right hip was involved in 11 cases. Of which 4
were treated with D.H.S and 7 with P.F.N.
The D.H.S group had 9 patients with stable
fractures and 6 with unstable fractures.
The P.F.N group had 7 patients with stable fracture
and 8 with unstable fractures.
The meantime (delay time) from the time of injury
to surgery was 7.2 days (Range 2 to 11 days) for
minimally invasive D.H.S group and 5.8 days (Range 2
to 8 days) for the P.F.N group.
The minimally invasive surgical time was bit
longer than the P.F.N group. The meantime of surgery
for D.H.S group was 69.9 min (Range 60.8 to 82.5
mins) and for P.F.N group it was 52.1 min (Range 44.3
to 55.4 mins).
The mean blood loss was in D.H.S cases was 163
ml (range 85 ml to 355 ml). The mean blood los s in
P.F.N. cases was 97.5 ml (range 60 ml to 165 ml).
The mean length of the minimally invasive D.H.S.
cases was little longer (9.1 cms) than the P.F.N. cases
(5.6 cms).
The mean blood loss and length of incision
favoured almost equally with most of the comparative
studies done.
Regarding per operative problems encountered, we
could not get adequate and satisfactory reduction - ‘C
“arm wise in one case of D.H.S and one case of P.F.N.
group. Both these cases belonged to the unstable
fractures.
In the P.F.N. group - in one case we did not use the
de-rotation screw for fear of breaking the superior
Table 1: Six months end hips score
Operative Details
Mean time of operation after fracture in days
Mean duration of Operation in minutes
Stable fracture
Unstable fracture
Mean blood loss in ml
Stable fracture
Unstable fracture
Mean length of incision in cm
Stable
Unstable

As D.H.S and P.F.N are common surgeries the
details of them are not mentioned here.
All the patients went through the same post of
rehabilitation programme till discharge.
They were requested to come at 0, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16,
20, 24 weeks interval and functional and radiological
assessment were done.
cortex of the neck and in another case the was breakage
of dill bit whist locking the distal locking hole.
The mean TIP-APEX DISTANCE (TAD)16 was 16
mm in the D.H.S. group and for the P.F.N. group it was
17.2. mm. In the P.F.N. group TAD of Compression
screw only was considered.
There was not much of the difference in the
hospital stay between the two groups: 6.8 days for
D.H.S group and 6.2 days for P.F.N group.
The mean time to start partial weight bearing was
3.6 weeks for both unstable and stable fractures in
P.F.N group where as in D.H.S group, we allowed
partial weight bearing in a mean time of 7.3 weeks for
stable fractures and for unstable fractures in 12.5
weeks.
In the D.H.S group, the stable fracture healed fully
in a meantime of 18.6 weeks (Range 16 weeks to 21
weeks). The unstable fractures of D.H.S group took
longer time to heal fully with a mean time of 22.5
weeks (Range 20 weeks to 29 weeks).
But in the P.F.N group the union time did not differ
much in both stable and unstable fracture sub-groups
with 14.6 and 15.0 weeks respectively.
Eventually all the fractures in both groups healed
well and none of the patients required bone grafting or
any re-surgeries.
Post-operatively there was one case of infection in
D.H.S which resolved with toileting and exposure to
sensitive antibiotics. In the P.F.N case, there was one
case of de-rotation screw cutting out.
The Mean modified Harris hip score was 69.34 for
D.H.S and 81.23 for P.F>N group at the end of 6
weeks. But at the end of 20 weeks, there was not much
of difference between D.H.S group 80.2 points and
P.F.N group 81.5 points.
Our cases fared slightly better20

Dynamic Hip Screw
7.2
69.9
60.8
82.5
163
152.3
180
9.1
9
9.25
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Proximal Femoral Nail
5.8
52.1
44.3
55.4
97.5
101.6
95.7
5.6
5.57
5.61
104
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Analysis of modified Harris hip score showed
86.6% of D.H.S group had good and excellent results.
In the P.F.N group all the patients 100% had good and
excellent results.
DHS Case 1

Preoperative

Immediate post operative

2 weeks postoperati ve

2 weeks post operative

1 ½ month post operative

Functional outcome
Fig. 1:
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PFN Case 1:

Preoperative

6 weeks post op

Immediate post operative

4 month post op

1year post op

Fig. 2:
Discussion
Suman et al in 201733 found that D.H.S had less
surgical time less blood loss. Fisal and Nistane et al
(2016)21 found that P.F.N. had less intra operative
blood loss. Singla et al31 found that P.F.N. had less
amount of intra operative blood loss.
In our study surgical time and blood loss were
greater in D.H.S group. Even though it was minimally
invasive, the length of incision was longer in D.H.S
group.
The main advantages of PFN are that there is only
required shorter exposure required than the sliding
screw and has lesser possibility of morbidity and
operating time. PFN has immediate stability and good
with unstable type of fractures (Babar et al., 2011). A

study reported that with the 40 patients that were
covered for Inter-trochanteric fracture, it derives that
PFN has many advantages over these issues.
In our study, the P.F.N group fractures healed fully
earlier than D.H.S group for both stable and unstable
fractures. The unstable fractures took more than 50%
meantime of stable P.F.N group to unite fully.
(Ramanarayananan 20 )
Complications wise, there was not much of
difference.
Nizamoddin Khateeb & Babu,36 found in the
treatment for inter trochanteric fractures the PFN has
less operative blood loss, less complication, early return
to daily activities and less sliding when compared to
DHS treatment.
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Our study mirrors their finding.
Conclusion
The D.H.S had been the gold standard of intertrochanteric fractures. But P.F.N results also showed
good results.
Considering all those analysed mentioned above
we compared our results with the published results of
D.H.S.
Vs
P.F.N.
in
trochanteric
fractures.7,13,20,21,23,27,28,33 We conclude both D.H.S and
P.F.N are good. But with shorter surgical time, less
blood, quicker union time, the P.F.N is a better device
to treat inter-trochanteric fractures, especially in
unstable fractures.
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